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1/ Different between pH and divalent salt 

reduced deprotonation of carboxylic headgroup 

by observing on CO stretch

2/ complex binding between first and second 

hydration shell

3/ a small comparison between Mg2+ and Ca2+



❑Comparison between deprotonated of carboxylate by pH and salt

❑Two bands of C-OH and C=O split into 

COO-
ss (1413 cm-1)and COO-

as (1551 cm-1) 

by increasing pH and adding CaCl2

❑COO-
as (1551 cm-1) by adding CaCl2 is 

broader than pD 10.5, this might give a 

complex binding between Ca2+ with COO-

which is a question in this study. 



❑ The pD of heavy water is generally measured using pH electrodes giving a pH (apparent) value, or pHa, 

and at various temperatures a true acidic pD can be estimated from the directly pH meter measured pHa, 

such that pD+ = pHa (apparent reading from pH meter) + 0.41. The electrode correction for alkaline 

conditions is 0.456 for heavy water. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heavy_water



❑Introduction to ion pair

Adrien P. A. Sthoer ,Doctoral thesis, Erictyrode group

❑ 2SIP : distant of two solvent molecules

❑ SIP   : solvent layer separates the ions

❑ CIP   : contact ion pair

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ion_association



Adrien P. A. Sthoer ,Doctoral thesis, Erictyrode group



❑ pH reduced deprotonation ❑ Ca2+ reduced deprotonation



J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2017, 8, 484−488

❑ COO-
as is blue shift when binding with Mg2+ and increasing n cluster

Blue shift Red shift

❑Without divalent metal

COO-
as 

❑With Mg2+

Particular case

d35-SA on pD 10.5



Blue shift Red shift



❑ n=5 has a particularly interesting of different binding with others



❑ d31-PA on 0.3M of CaCl2

❑ calculated at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory for n=0-5

❑ infrared multiple photon-induced dissociation (IRMPD) for n= 6, 10, 12

❑ 1/ COO-
as is blue shift

❑ 2/ water bending mode is red shift for n=1-5 but then blue shift



J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2017, 8, 484−488

❑ Ca2+ with carboxylate
❑Mg2+ with carboxylate

1st hydration shell

2nd

❑ d31-PA on 0.3M of CaCl2

J. Phys. Chem. B 2010, 114, 17068–17076

This binding is similar to n=12 

case, COO-
s (1448cm-1)



❑A summary of different between pH and divalent salt reduced deprotonation of 

carboxylic headgroup by observing on 2 CO stretch

1) both systems closely approach the behavior of the bulk

interface in the size range corresponding to filling the 

second hydration shell, 

2) the 2 CO stretching features approach these asymptotes 

with opposite solvatochromic shifts

3) the shifts in the contact ion pair are opposite from 

those displayed by the bare ion.




